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Words are my seeds.
¿Allillanchu?

I plant them deep in my belly, waiting,
Ñoqa kani…

Until the moment is ripe and they
Rise,
like vines delicately unfurling and
Twisting, 
easing, 
Their way through my insides.

Sometimes the words taste savory,
Choclo quesowan munani

— Sometimes sweet, misk’illaña —
Sometimes tart, like maracuyá,
Or bitter like ch’uñu, which I wish I could love
Like my ancestors might have.

Machahuq
(words are my seeds)
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Some seeds are old.
Paykunata munankichu?

They are older than I can remember,
Too old,
ñisu mawk’as

For some to want to remember.

But I plant them anyway.

They don’t always grow.

Or they grow half-way,
stunted;
Stuck between my heart and throat,
A heavy, awkward pause —

How do I even pronounce that?
My tongue doesn’t move that way.
My heart doesn’t know yet how to love
These words into existence
Outside the warm, dark earth
Ñoqa ukhupi, within me.

But inside me, all words are seeds.
And every day,

Paykunata husk’ani

I scatter them.
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August 9, 2021

Hey y’all! Even though I am SO excited for this collabora-
tion, I have to admit it has been really hard to pull my piece 
together. Maybe it’s because “Muhuchaq” is the first poem I’ve 
written in a long, long time (and also the first time I’ve writ-
ten in Quechua in a long, long time), or maybe it’s just general 
writers’ block, or nerves, or all of it combined. In a strange 
way though, I think this poem is exactly what I needed to 
create right now and I’m really glad this project pushed me to 
do it.

My creativity almost always stems from my own experi-
ences and background, so it often centers around reclaiming 
language, reconnecting to culture, and building community, 
which is important, but for a while now I’ve been thinking 
there’s not enough written about the hard parts of that jour-
ney. There’s so little written about the realities of learning, 
failing, and returning.

For me, “Muhuchaq” is about embracing those unglamorous 
parts of the journey, the parts when you know you’re doing 
something important, like using your ancestral language, but 
you’re also still learning so you’re making mistakes, you’re 
stumbling, you’re struggling, yet you continue forward be-
cause it’s worth it. It’s about being okay with being a work-
in-progress and not feeling less than because of it. Thanks 
to AltSalt, I’ve actually been getting some more traffic onto 
my Etsy page and I’ve gotten some really sweet messages 
from folks who are inspired by my zines and are on their own 
reconnecting journeys. I love getting those messages since 
that’s the whole reason I do what I do, but I also want them to 
know that they’re not alone if they struggle,  or feel like giving 
up, or come back after a long hiatus, etc.

I’m always so inspired by browsing a Quechua dictionary 
and seeing what amazing words they have that don’t always 
cleanly correlate to English. For example, “Muhuchaq” liter-
ally translates to ‘selector of seeds’ which makes me envision 
someone hunched over and choosing amongst tiny seeds. 
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That methodical action and care resonated with me a lot 
since it’s often how I relate to Quechua-- I have to think very 
carefully about what I want to say or write, since it has never 
come natural to me. I started with “Muhuchaq” and wanted 
to end on another amazing word I found, “husk’ay,” which is 
a verb specifically reserved for “scattering seeds.” And if I’m 
talking about seeds, I can’t help but also allude to the an-
cestral connection betw een feminine energy and earth. We 
carry and grow our thoughts, words, and actions just like Pa-
chamama carries and grows seeds. I carried a lot of imagery 
around food and nature throughout this poem because of it.

Like many of my poems, “Muhuchaq” is two conversations. 
There’s the main speaker talking about words and seeds, and 
then there are the interjections in Quechua. In the begin-
ning, the interjections are intentionally very elementary-lev-
el (allillanchu — are you well?, ñoqa kani - I am…). They are 
usually the first phrases we learn in Quechua. It made sense 
to start there for two reasons: 1) that’s how we first learn any 
language and I wanted to recall that sense of awkward exhil-
aration as a beginner, and 2) I really leaned into the struggle 
of writing in Quechua again after so long. It was incredibly 
daunting to open up my notes and try to automatically write 
at an intermediate level, but I could immediately write at that 
elementary level, so I ran with it and that gave me confidence 
to keep going. The changing font size was also very intention-
al, as I wanted the reader to feel like they were hearing it as I 
spoke it-- my Quechua being very small and meek at the be-
ginning, and growing louder with more practice and courage 
(though meekness will return, as will courage, and so on).

I think that covers all the main points I wanted to mention. 
I hope this wasn’t too overwhelming! I did not expect to write 
as much as I did, but it was really nice to write it all out and 
now I don’t have the heart to erase it :) Shirley, please feel free 
to take from this what you want, no worries if you don’t use 
it all or go in a totally different direction. Looking forward to 
debriefing more soon and to seeing how the next iteration of 
this project will manifest! <3 
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August 23, 2021

This watercolor drawing was inspired by Sandy’s poem, 
“Muhuchaq”. While reading that poem, I was reflecting on my 
own connection to ancestral language, and how important it 
is and also how I have had to necessarily shift my relationship 
to Cantonese and what it means to connect to my heritage.  
Learning to speak Cantonese has always been both a way to 
connect to family members, but also just such a challenge for 
me and source of shame when I travel to see family in Hong 
Kong and don’t understand so much of what is going on. 
Growing up in the states, I haven’t had acess to the resources 
or time to always practice it consistently, and I go through 
phases of feeling really inspired to refresh and reconnect with 
the language and other times where it doesn’t feel like the 
right pathway forward to connecting to who I am and who my 
ancestors are.   

I have shifted my understanding of what reclaiming and 
learning ancestral knowledge and language can look like, to 
not just written words but literally planting seeds and, learn-
ing about food, herbs, farming, and other medicines, as well 
as traditional chinese medicine practices such as acupunc-
ture, moxibustion, meditation and visualization. As my own 
teacher has taught me, “The names of acupuncture points are 
stories, they’re metaphors, meant to restore our memory of 
our original nature. “  So, this art piece is my experience of 
planting the seeds of ancestral language, not just relying on 
words as the only pathway, but opening myself up to languag-
es that are embedded in the stars, sun, moon, plant relatives, 
my own hands and in the earth as well.
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September 20, 2021

Heya!
So here’s what I ended up creating with what you both sent 

— a zine :D
A while back, I took an Andean design and cosmovision 

class wherein we were guided by a teacher from Peru through 
a ceremony; in that ceremony, we picked names to reflect on 
and draw inspiration from, as well as give us strength in times 
of difficulty. We were encouraged to pick names from nature 
and learned about the symbolic significance of different ani-
mals of the Andes.

We were given a couple of days to think about this and 
during the ceremony, we made an offering to Pachamama 
then went around the circle, revealing our names to everyone 
present. The name I picked was “Hummingbird Architect.”

According to what we learned, the hummingbird’s signifi-
cance is its ability to pollinate, in other words make connec-
tions, bridge communities, and encourage growth. It’s also a 
creature with magical energy. These are all things I resonate 
with deeply, and in my life, I see my role as one of using media 
as a means of honoring my heritage and fulfilling this role of 
connecting in our human ecosystem.

So that’s the idea behind bringing all that we’ve done into 
this publication :-)

I’m also struck by another concept I learned, how in the 
Andean worldview, while the community is of course of the 
utmost importance, at the same time we maintain our indi-
vidual identities and celebrate our diversity — the goal being 
not to homogenize, but to be in harmony.

That’s why I felt it could be nice for each of us to have our 
own section with our own voice — then in the layout of the 
zine, find a way to make the connection between what we did 
and make it more than the sum of its parts.

In terms of the correspondence aspect, I felt so much of 
what you both wrote, and thought it’d be nice to remember 
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the process and everyone’s reflections at the time of creating 
this. So I Included all of the explanatory notes too. I figure 
we can revise anything we’d like before finalizing, and even 
continue to add illustrations or build up any pages if we’re so 
inclined.

I think it’s interesting how Sandy’s words, in line with the 
content of the poem, are actually the seeds from which the 
rest of this project developed. That’s why the last page is of a 
tree, in keeping with that metaphor :D

I thought it’d also be nice to have something concrete — I 
designed this in such a way that we can print it! And in that 
way, have a piece, perhaps a memory to pass on, long after 
technological systems have evolved, ready to be plucked off 
a bookshelf and remembered. (To get nice full page bleeds, I 
just need to export a printable version — can look into that 
once we wrap everything up.)

Lastly, for memory’s sake: We’ve been organizing this proj-
ect remotely, each in a different part of the U.S., and it’s so 
cool how we can build this with little encumbrance by bor-
ders and distance (definitely a feature of our times haha)

So that’s what I’ve got! This was a lot of fun. I’m also think-
ing of making a perhaps more ephemeral, digital adaptation 
of this zine too. I have some ideas I might wanna try out, 
though I definitely wanted to prioritize having something 
with real-world weight to it.

Anyway let me know what you think of this little publica-
tion! We can change the layouts, change photos, add illustra-
tions, absolutely anything, or even just roll with how it is.

Looking forward to wrapping up these collections and 
putting this out there along with everything else. Hope your 
weeks are off to a good start!
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